CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

Banese Monitors IT Services
with CA Technologies Solutions

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Industry: Financial
Company: Banese
Employees: 1,125
Revenue: R$ 672.8 million
BUSINESS
Banese is a financial
institution whose majority
shareholder is the
government of the state
of Sergipe, which holds
90 percent of capital, and
positions itself as a driver
of development in
the Northeast.
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Business
The largest service network
in Sergipe

ca.com

Banese (Banco do Estado de Sergipe SA) is a state bank whose majority shareholder
is the Government of the State of Sergipe, accounting for 90 percent of the capital.
The institution is currently positioned as a driver of development in the Northeast,
with heavy involvement in in the state of Sergipe through economic development,
access to banking services and sustainable credit, as well as activities promoting
social and environmental responsibility.
Banese is the largest banking services network in the state, with 63 branches (20 in
the capital and 43 in the countryside), 10 service posts, 464 ATMs and 264 Banese
service centers. It is run by 1,125 employees, 202 interns, and 39 trainees, who are
responsible for servicing 400,000 customers and 2,900 shareholders.

Challenge
Safeguarding service availability
and customer satisfaction

“IT is responsible
for projects that add
value to the bank’s
business, so we
must ensure that
services are always
available.”
Ícaro Ramos
Technology Supervisor,
Banese

IT is one of the pillars of the financial sector and, Banese is no exception. “Our IT
estate underpins a number of processes that are key to the bank’s business, ensuring
that customer support and services are always available,” explains Icaro Ramos,
Banese’s Technology Supervisor, noting that technology has also been responsible
for an increase in the portfolio of services available to the market.
IT management is critical to maintaining customer satisfaction levels, being
directly responsible for the efficiency of business services. The bank must overcome
a number of challenges, as Rafael Tavares, Infrastructure Manager, explains.
These include:
• Finding an integrated and automated monitoring tool
to safeguard services to customers
• Increasing the availability of services
• Identifying bottlenecks in applications and IT infrastructure
• Automating service desk ticket registration
• Proactively identifying potential risks
• Integrating monitoring of third-party applications
and improving automation.
Having defined the challenges, Banese began looking for a solution that would meet
its requirements and undertook proofs of concept with various solutions. None of
them, however, met the bank’s need for complete data center monitoring.
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Solution
Integrated end-to-end monitoring

ca.com

Having analyzed market offerings, Tavares notes that the CA Technologies solutions
were the only solutions that met Banese’s monitoring needs. “With these solutions
we could manage point-to-point monitoring,” he notes.
The bank decided to implement a set of solutions from CA Technologies, comprising
of the CA Application Performance Management suite and the CA Infrastructure
Management suite, including CA Service Operations Insight, CA Spectrum Server,
CA eHealth, CA Virtual Assurance, CA Spectrum Report Manager, CA Performance
Center, CA Network Flow Analysis and CA EEM.
CA Service Operations Insight is a visual console for IT services including alarms from
other tools. A team is responsible for 24x7 monitoring of this console, proactively
identifying the availability and capacity of IT infrastructure, thus improving the
availability of service channels.

“CA eHealth is
also important
for investigating
performance issues.”
Jorge Farias and Elias Nascimento
Infrastructure Analysts, Banese

CA eHealth monitors different IT infrastructure components for their capacity
and consumption, such as CPU, memory, disk, network links and latency of routers,
in addition to the availability of processes and services running on Windows and
Linux operating systems. “CA eHealth is also important for investigating performance
issues and generating capacity reports with support for various technologies,
from servers to network assets,” comment Jorge Farias and Elias Nascimento,
Infrastructure Analysts at the bank.
CA Virtual Assurance monitors the CPU and memory consumption of ESXi hosts,
in addition to the VMware datastore consumption. Alarms generated here are also
sent to CA Spectrum. CA Performance Center dashboards help in the management
of MPLS network routers and Internet access. CA Network Flow Analysis receives
equipment flows and alarms generated go to CA Spectrum.
CA Spectrum monitors the availability of components such as routers, switches,
and servers. It also integrates with CA Service Desk Manager, managing
incidents with predefined SLA capacity and availability, based on CA Spectrum
alarms and other tools that make up the solution: CA eHealth, CA Virtual Assurance,
CA Network Flow Analysis and an iBanking monitoring tool that is responsible for
managing ATM resources.
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Benefit
Automated management for
IT processes

“We have significantly
reduced the need
for manual
identification
of failures.”
Emanuela Silva
Support Manager for Systems and
Monitoring, Banese

ca.com

Currently utilized by 22 users at Banese, the set of CA Technologies solutions
was responsible for automatically registering 4,500 calls related to data center
services and 12,500 calls related to self-service channels in the past year.
“We have significantly reduced the need for manual identification of failures,
and, in many cases, we are avoiding failures that would have gone undetected
before we implemented the solutions,” comments Emanuela Silva, Support Manager
for Systems and Monitoring.
Farias and Nascimento highlighted the following additional benefits:
• Automatic detection of CRC errors in the communication links
of the units
• Automatic detection of non-standard/unexpected latency in the
communication links of the units
• Early detection of failures, enabling a proactive solution and avoiding switch
unavailability. For example if one of the switch coolers has stopped working
or is flashing, a call would be generated so that the equipment can be repaired
before it becomes unavailable.
• Awareness of problems in communication operations that could potentially
shut down communication between several units
• Space alarms in the datastore avoiding virtual server downtime.

Connect with CA Technologies at ca.com

CA Technologies helps customers succeed in a future where every business
– from apparel to energy – is being rewritten by software. With CA software
at the center of their IT strategy, organizations can leverage the technology
that changes the way we live – from the data center to the mobile device. Our
software and solutions help our customers thrive in the new application economy
by delivering the means to deploy monitor and secure their applications and
infrastructure. To learn more about our customer success programs, visit ca.com/
customer-success. For more information about CA Technologies go to ca.com.
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